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Abstract--Mobile devices have been dominating the market for 

the past couple of years due to its blazing popularity. At the 

same time, it has become a prime target for the malicious 

application. The traditional malware detection framework fails 

to keep up with the rise in the malicious application. Therefore, 

there is an increasing need for an automatic malware detection 

framework that can detect unknown malware. This paper 

proposes a machine learning malware detection model that 

relies on the raw code of the application for classifying it into 

malware or benign. Reverse engineering of applications is done 

to extract features from raw source code followed by rigorous 

experiment using multiple machine learning algorithms such as 

Logistic regression, K Nearest neighbor, SVM and Decision tree 

classifier. It has been observed that logistic regression showed 

promising results with 99.57% accuracy and false positive rate 

of 0.47%. 

 

Index Terms--Android malware, Machine learning,Malaroid, 

malware detection, static analysis. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Mobile devices came into existence in-order to simplify 
communication but over the past years, mobile devices have 
evolved into a more sophisticated devices which can be 
termed as a smartphone device. In this era, smartphones are 
equipped with sensors, camera, GPS and also has enhanced 
memory which makes them equivalent to mini computers. 
Due to these rich set of available features the smartphone has 
become more than just a device for communication. It has 
changed our lifestyle, the way we communicate with people 
and has made life significantly easier. Today mobile devices 
are applicable as camera, music payer, gaming devices, 
navigating device and much more due to its versatile features. 
 
 In order to facilitate the user, smartphone requires an 
Operating System. A number of operating systems are 
available are in the market namely iOS, Android, Windows, 
Blackberry OS etc. Among these various platforms, Android 
is the most popular one. According to an information gained 
from the Website [2] almost 76.23% of the smartphone uses 
Android as its operating system. This immense popularity of 
android OS is a consequence of its free and customizable 
nature provided by the developer. The creator of Android OS, 
Google, declared the OS to be free of cost during its launch. 
Android also yields rich sets of Application Programmable 
Interface (APIs) which attracts the attention of many 
developers into this platform. This OS is highly targeted in 

comparison with other OS due it its accelerating popularity. 
Therefore, the data of each individual user in this OS is being 
targeted by various malicious applications. Each year new 
malware with different technique to bypass the firewall are 
being created resulting in a high demand for firewalls which 
can discriminately adapt to the new malware signature so 
introduced. 
 
 Android OS makes use of Android Application to provide 
services to its users. This application, also known as android 
apps, are small software built to run in Android OS and 
makes use of available features of the OS and various APIs 
for fulfilling its tasks. These apps are readily available in the 
internet for downloads, some of the popular repository of 
apps being Google play store, Apple play etc. After its 
downloads, the app requires the user to accept all necessary 
permissions for successful installing. These permissions 
allow apps to gain access to different resources available in 
the mobile devices, without which the app would not be able 
to perform its required operations. Therefore, these 
permissions are asked before the app installation and if these 
permissions are not accepted then the app will remain 
uninstalled. However, when Android 6.0 (Marshmallow) was 
introduced, the permissions rules were changed. According to 
new guidelines, now the permission can be granted to an app 
while running the application. This modification was done in 
order to contend the malicious apps which were exploiting 
the permissions required to gain access to device resources 
and misusing them. Now, users can keep the app installed 
without providing permissions and also allow access to 
resources at the time when the app is actually running. 
  
 The mobile apps make use of .apk extension which is a zip 
file that holds the compiled source code of the app. Android 
OS being an open source platform allows the apps to be 
decompiled and modified. This proves profitable for the 
hackers who can inject malicious codes into a benign 
(normal) application after its decompilation, making the 
platform vulnerable. In order to prevent these kind of attacks 
users are advised not to make use of third party sources and 
instead utilize proper available sources such as Google Play, 
App Store, etc. which promisingly decreases the chances of 
downloading malicious apps. The verification of the app 
manufacturer is also recommended for the user to make sure 
that it is developed by a licensed developer. 
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 Android being an open source also acts as a boon allowing 
the decompilation of malicious apps for further 
comprehension. The model, Malaroid, proposed in this paper 
is also trained with the features obtained after careful 
decompilation of the malicious application. 
 
 Android malware detection is not an unfamiliar topic. The 
malware detection in android can be broadly classified into 
the following two categories: Static analysis-based method 
and Dynamic analysis-based method. Static analysis of the 
android is a signature-based analysis of the application. The 
source code of the application is analysed to extract features 
which are further used for the classification of the application 
into benign (not malicious) or malware application. Being a 
rapid and an effective technique, it provides a decent amount 
of accuracy. On the other hand, techniques exist which allows 
malware to bypass the static analysis. Therefore, static 
analyses are rendered useless when it comes to polymorphic 
malware. Compared to the former, Dynamic analysis is a 
behavior-based analytic technique. In a dynamic analysis, the 
information about the application is collected at run-time 
which is used to classify the application later. These types of 
analysis extract information such as memory usage, internet 
usage, system calls, file modifications, etc. which require 
huge computation adding to the cons of this method. Hackers 
make use of sandbox evading technique and various other 
techniques to bypass dynamic analysis. In the sandbox 
evading technique, the payload remains inactive when the 
app is being monitored and starts execution when the app is 
running in the devices. If compared both these analyses have 
their boon and bane. In real world scenario dynamic analysis 
would be an inappropriate approach since it requires the 
application to be installed for it to perform the analysis. Thus, 
dynamic analysis is not a secured approach for malware 
detection.  
 
 There are almost millions of android applications available 
in the internet. Therefore, a malware detection model is 
highly demanded which should be fast and sophisticated for 
any malware to remain undetected and at the same time it 
should detect the new unidentified malwares. In order to 
satisfy the above criteria, we proposed the creation of a 
Machine learning malware detection model, which relies on 
the static analysis of the application. 

II.   LITERATURE REVIEW 

To date, numerous attempts have been made to detect 
malware in Android OS where a majority of them make 
use of the static and dynamic approach. These models that 
have been built can be classified into: 

 

A.   Static Analysis for malware detection 

Static analysis is a convenient approach to analyse the 
applications using information residing in the source code. 
This approach dissembles (reverse engineer) the application 

APK file to retrieve its source code, which is then followed 
by the analysis of the source code for extortion of necessary 
features. These types of approaches are beneficial as they 
analyse the source code for detection before the installation 
of the application. 
 
 The paper [4] dictates about a model that is built using the 
machine learning classification algorithm which includes 
deep learning, ensemble, and eXtreme Gradient Boosting. 
This model named ANASTASIA dissembles the application 
APK and retrieves features such as Suspicious API calls, 
Permissions, malicious Activities, Systems calls and Intents 
to feed the model for classification. ANASTASIA achieved 
an accuracy of 97.3% with a false alarm rate of 2.7%. 
MAMADROID [5] follows similar footsteps, the model 
classifies the application by dissembling the APK of the 
application to retrieve the API Calls. Therefore, unlike other 
models, MAMADROID classifies the application through 
API calls only. MAMADROID successfully classified with 
F1-measure rate of 99%. Cypider [6] leverages the common 
attributes which are shared by the malware to distinguish 
them. The author also proposed a community fingerprinting 
which was a learning-based model for suspicious activity, 
50% of the malware in a dataset were detected in a single 
iteration. The model attains 87% accuracy. In [7], the authors 
attempt to solve the problem using the visualisation of the 
code and deep learning. They proposed a model that 
constructs an image using the important codes of the 
application which is then passed on to the Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) to see if the application is malware or 
not. The model has achieved 92% accuracy. 
 
 Another model based on static analysis to detect malware 
is proposed in the paper [8] where Android Intents (explicit 
and implicit) has been used. The intent from both malware 
and benign in a dataset of 7406, has been extracted. 
Furthermore, the author also extracted permissions from the 
application to perform the effectiveness of the classification 
based on Intent. The author has also performed various 
combinations of Intent and permission to come up with an 
effective model.Similarly, in [9], a model has been proposed 
which classifies the application based on the similarity 
measure with the existing malware. In [10], static analysis is 
applied to extract a constant string from the applications 
which is then modelled into vector format with the help of 
VSM (Vector Space Model) after which Euclidean distance, 
Cosine Similarity, and Manhattan distance are used for 
detecting the presence of malware in the application. 
Flowdroid proposed in [11], performs the tainted analysis of 
the byte code and configuration file of the application to 
classify the application. Although high precision and 
efficiency were observed from this model, it could not 
perform inter-component communication. SAM (Static 
Analysis Module) presented in [12] retrieves the features 
from the source code and performs cluster analysis to 
separate the malware from benign. Drebin [13] is another 
static based model used to detect malware. On installing any 
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malicious application, the model alerts the user and displays 
the scanned data with proper explanation. 
 
AndroSimilar [14] after extracting features from the APK, 
generates the app signature then it compares it with the 
signature of malwares in the dataset. If similarities are 
observed, it classifies it as malware. DroidAnalysis [15] also 
uses the signature-based technique for classifying the 
application. It generates the signature using the opcodes of 
the application whereas AndroSimilar uses multiple features 
to generate the signature. Signature generation is used to 
detect the repacked application with malicious code. 

B.   Dynamic Analysis for malware detection 

Unlike the static approach, the dynamic approach on 
another hand assesses the application at the running state. The 
dynamic analysis seeks to unfold the behavior of the 
application. Information such as systems calls, network 
connections, system usage, battery consumption, and memory 
usage are gathered after careful observation of the app at 
running state. It has been observed that malware detection 
using static analysis cannot detect all types of malwares. 
Therefore, a hybrid approach combining both dynamic and 
static is used to design a model that can detect more malware 
families. However, a dynamic kind of analysis requires 
monitoring of the application after installing which is not an 
option as the device might get infected in the process. 
Therefore, the dynamic approach remains unused in our 
model. 
 
 There are numerous hybrid approaches proposed such as 
Mobile-Sandbox [16] and [1], which note the malicious 
patterns of the malware and uses these notes to detect 
malware later on. First, the model performs a static analysis 
of the application where it extracts the permissions and 
verifies the presence of malicious permissions. Secondly, 
dynamic analysis is performed after installing where all 
actions of the application are recorded. ANDRUBIS [17] is 
another type of dynamic approach for malware detection 
which logs all actions of the application by executing the java 
byte code in Dalvik Virtual Machine and native codes. 
Similarly, Apps Playground [18] automatically observes and 
detects the presence of malware in an android application 
using the exploration procedures. 
 
 These types of approaches require the sandboxing of the 
application. Sandboxing is a technique of running the 
application in a virtual environment where all resources 
available in mobile devices are present. This technique exists 
for testing the application with the model built using the 
hybrid approach. If we compare the number of applications 
available in the market, which is multiplying each year, this 
technique fails to keep up. Furthermore, computational cost 
increases and attackers use the anti-detection techniques to 
hide the malicious payload of the application on detecting the 
presence of a virtual environment. 

C.   Machine Learning approach for malware detection 

To detect unknown families of malware various models 
based on machine learning are being proposed over the past 
years. Another advantage of using machine learning is that 
the author has various ways of validating their model and 
fine-tune to its finest form for the highest accuracy. In [19], 
the author has proposed a machine learning model that 
classifies the application based on permissions. Drebin [13] is 
another machine learning model which classifies the 
applications using the various features. It follows the 
principle of static analysis where the application is 
decompiled and features are extracted to build the model. 
Therefore, this model is built using static analysis and 
machine learning. Similar to the model proposed in [20], 
PMDS (Permission based Malware Detection System) 
extracts the permission of the application which is passed on 
to the machine learning algorithms for classification. It 
achieves 94% accuracy with 1.52 to 3.93% false positive 
alarm. The model proposed in [21] extracts 3 features form 
the application which are permissions, API calls related 
features and command related features. Troika [22] makes 
use of ensemble method to combine various machine learning 
classifiers to increase the accuracy of the model. The [23] 
paper describes a heuristic machine learning model based on 
static and dynamic analysis. The model combines the feature 
extracted from static and dynamic analysis to classify the 
applications. 
 
 Apart from the machine learning models, there are models 
such as MalDozer [24], which is built using the concept of 
deep learning. Here the model extracts the feature 
automatically and uses deep learning techniques to classify 
the application into malware or benign. Another model has 
been proposed using deep learning in [1] that automatically 
extracts and engineers the features for training the neural 
network for classification. The Table 1 lists different static-
based models for android malware detection. 
 

  TABLE 1SUMMARY OF STATE-OF-ART STATIC BASED MODEL 
 

Ref 

No. 

Features Classifier Dataset Acc. 

(%) 

[4] Intents,API 
Calls, used 
Permission, 
Malicious 
Activities 

SVM, DT, NB, 
LR, RF, KNN, 
Adaboost, DL, 
XGboost 

Genome, 
Drebin, Virus 
Total 

97.3 

[5] API calls Markov Chain 
Model NA 

Drebin 78 

[6] Binary, 
Assembly, 
Manifest, 
APK 

NA Drebin, 
Genome, Play 
Store 

87 

[7] APK Caffe[25] Self Created 92 

[8] Intents, 
Permissions 

Bayesian Network Self Created 95.5 

[19] Permissions J48 Decision Tree, 
CART, RF 

Self Created  
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[21] Permissions, API 
calls, System 
Commands 

Decision Tree, 
Simple Logistic, 
Naive Bayes, 
PART and RIDOR 

McAfee
internal
repository

[22] Permissions, API 
calls 

SVM, J48 
Decision Tree, 
Bagging 

Genome,
Google

[1] Automatic 
selected features 
by neural 
network 

FC neural 
network, CNN, 
DAE, RNN, 
LSTN, Bi-LSTN 

Drebin,
VirusShare

III.   METHODOLOGY 

Malaroid relies on static analysis of the source
model should classify the application before
would not be feasible if the model classifies
after the post installation period as the mobile
be already affected by the malicious application.
would function in the following steps: Firstly,
of the features is performed after the careful 
the unknown foreign application. Secondly,
application as malicious or benign using
Therefore, it is important that we select only
the application which plays a vital role for classification.

 
 Malaroid consist of three different phases
Figure 1 and 2. In the first phase, we create a
Provider, Receiver, permissions, services and
the malicious applications. Then in the second
eliminate those features from the list, which
sparsely in classification. Various machine
techniques which are discussed in the subtopic
used for this purpose. In the last phase 
application as malicious or benign using the 
The detailed overview of the framework is
subsequent topic below 

Fig. 1.  Overview of Malaroid. 

IV.   FEATURE EXTRACTION

To achieve high accuracy in classification, gathering the 
most representative features such as permissions, API calls, 
providers, receivers, services and activities plays a highly 

McAfee 
internal 
repository 

97.7 

Genome, 
Google store 

99.1 

Drebin, AMD, 
VirusShare 

98.8 

source code since a 
before it is installed. It 

classifies the application 
mobile device would 

application. The model 
Firstly, the extraction 

 decompilation of 
Secondly, it classifies the 

using those features. 
only those features of 

classification. 

phases as shown in 
a list of API calls, 

and activities from 
second phase, we 
which contribute 

machine learning 
subtopic below, were 

 we classify the 
 selected features. 

is discussed in the 

 

XTRACTION 

To achieve high accuracy in classification, gathering the 
most representative features such as permissions, API calls, 
providers, receivers, services and activities plays a highly 

significant role. Android OS, being an open
number of reverse engineering tools that extracts features 
from an application. These tools decompile the application 
APK into its source code along with all the application 
resources. After that, the features are extracted followed by 
the recompilation of the application back to its original state. 
In the proposed framework, Androguard is used as a reverse 
engineering tool. After decompiling 2000 malware 
applications from our dataset, the list of permissions, API 
calls, providers, receivers, services and activities were 
extracted and maintained in an individual text file. Then 
reduced the number of values in each list by keeping only 
those values that were repeated more than ten times. This 
way the number of values in each list was reduced to half of 
its original size. These lists were then used as features for our 
model. 
 

Fig. 2.  Detailed view of Malaroid.
 
 
 ‘Permissions’ are requested to gain access to mobile 
resources which are needed for any application to function. 
Malware application especially uses specific permissions 
which allow accessibility to the user’s data. 
permissions play a vital role in android malware detection. 
Permission can be categorized into three levels: normal, 
signature and dangerous level. Out of these three levels, 
dangerous permission enables the application to gain access 
to those resources that causes major harm to the user. 
SEND_SMS, WRITE_CALENDAR
RECORD_AUDIO are few examples of dangerous 
permissions. SEND_SMS allows the application to send SMS 
and RECORD_AUDIO allows the application to record an 
audio. Hence, all the dangerous permissions were taken under 
consideration as features while building the model.
Table 2 shows the list of features that we selected in this 
framework and table 3 shows the list of features that were 
selected in the previous model [23]. Initially, we selected 600 
features for our model. In comparison with the previous 
model, the difference in the number of features is very high. 
This increased number of features compared to the previously 
developed model was considered for the attainment of more 
accurate result. 

 

, being an open-source, provides 
number of reverse engineering tools that extracts features 

ation. These tools decompile the application 
APK into its source code along with all the application 
resources. After that, the features are extracted followed by 
the recompilation of the application back to its original state. 

ndroguard is used as a reverse 
engineering tool. After decompiling 2000 malware 
applications from our dataset, the list of permissions, API 
calls, providers, receivers, services and activities were 
extracted and maintained in an individual text file. Then we 
reduced the number of values in each list by keeping only 
those values that were repeated more than ten times. This 
way the number of values in each list was reduced to half of 
its original size. These lists were then used as features for our 

 
Fig. 2.  Detailed view of Malaroid.. 

’ are requested to gain access to mobile 
resources which are needed for any application to function. 
Malware application especially uses specific permissions 
which allow accessibility to the user’s data. Therefore, 
permissions play a vital role in android malware detection. 

into three levels: normal, 
signature and dangerous level. Out of these three levels, 
dangerous permission enables the application to gain access 

esources that causes major harm to the user. 
SEND_SMS, WRITE_CALENDAR, CAMERA, 

few examples of dangerous 
permissions. SEND_SMS allows the application to send SMS 
and RECORD_AUDIO allows the application to record an 
audio. Hence, all the dangerous permissions were taken under 
consideration as features while building the model. 

2 shows the list of features that we selected in this 
framework and table 3 shows the list of features that were 
selected in the previous model [23]. Initially, we selected 600 
features for our model. In comparison with the previous 

n the number of features is very high. 
This increased number of features compared to the previously 
developed model was considered for the attainment of more 
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After selecting features for our model, we analysed each 
application in our dataset using the features for the generation 
of the binary feature vector. We decompiled each application 
and checked for the presence of each feature. If the feature 
was present in that application, it was marked as 1 and if not, 
it was marked as 0 in the binary feature vector. In the end, we 
obtained a complete set of binary feature vector that was 
ready for training the algorithms. 

V.   FEATURE SELECTION 

Using the binary feature vector so obtained, the model was 
trained. Various classifiers were used while training the 
model such as Logistic regression, K Nearest neighbor, SVM. 
We got 98.92% accuracy with Logistic regression as shown 
in table 4. The resulting accuracy, observed from the model 
was higher than the previous proposed model in [23] by 
0.12%. However, the execution time observed for training the 
model was not decent enough and there was a risk of 
overfitting the model. Furthermore, the model show
more complexity due to a large number of features that were 
used, necessitating the minimization of the number of 
features. 

 
 

 TABLE 2 FEATURES SELECTED IN MALAROID

After selecting features for our model, we analysed each 
et using the features for the generation 

of the binary feature vector. We decompiled each application 
and checked for the presence of each feature. If the feature 
was present in that application, it was marked as 1 and if not, 

ary feature vector. In the end, we 
obtained a complete set of binary feature vector that was 

 

Using the binary feature vector so obtained, the model was 
trained. Various classifiers were used while training the 
model such as Logistic regression, K Nearest neighbor, SVM. 
We got 98.92% accuracy with Logistic regression as shown 

ing accuracy, observed from the model 
was higher than the previous proposed model in [23] by 
0.12%. However, the execution time observed for training the 

was not decent enough and there was a risk of 
overfitting the model. Furthermore, the model showcased 
more complexity due to a large number of features that were 
used, necessitating the minimization of the number of 

LAROID 

Machine learning provides a rich set of feature selection 
techniques such as univariate feature selection and random 
forests feature importance(update).Each feature selection 
technique selects features based on suitable 
differs among techniques. E.g. Univariatefeature selection 
uses a chi-squared test, mutual informationfea
uses a chi-squared testfeature selection uses a chi
selection uses a chi-squared test, mutual information test and 
F1 score to select the best features while recursive feature 
elimination is based on a recursive technique to
 

TABLE 3 FEATURES SELECTED IN THE 

 

 
Machine learning provides a rich set of feature selection 

iate feature selection and random 
forests feature importance(update).Each feature selection 
technique selects features based on suitable criteria that 
differs among techniques. E.g. Univariatefeature selection 

squared test, mutual informationfeature selection 
re selection uses a chi-squared  

squared test, mutual information test and 
F1 score to select the best features while recursive feature 

a recursive technique to select  subset 

ELECTED IN THE PREVIOUS MODEL [23] 
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TABLE 4 CLASSIFIER’S ACCURACY WITH THE IN

 
Algorithm Lowest 

Accuracy(%) 

Logistic Regression 97.2 

K Nearest Neighbor  95.5 

Support Vector Machine 95.28 

Decision Tree Classifier 94.9 

 
of features based on values such as weight coefficient 
assigned by the external estimator.  
We utilised all these algorithms for feature selections and 
rechecked for the accuracy. Table 5 shows the accuracy 
observed using different feature selection techniques. Using 

 

ACCURACY WITH THE INITIAL FEATURES 

Highest 

Accuracy(%) 

98.92 

98.35 

98.28 

96.55 

of features based on values such as weight coefficient 

We utilised all these algorithms for feature selections and 
rechecked for the accuracy. Table 5 shows the accuracy 
observed using different feature selection techniques. Using 

univariate feature selection based on 
obtained 99.57% accuracy with minimum FPR of 0.47%, 
which was by far the highest accuracy we had encountered. 
Furthermore, we observed that if the number of features 
selected was less than 400, then the accuracy of the algorithm 
decreased rapidly. 
 

TABLE 5 CLASSIFIER’S ACCURACY USING DIFFERENT F

SELECTION TECHNIQUE

 
Feature Selection Technique Lowest

Accuracy(%)

Random Forests Feature 
importance 

95.91

univariate feature selection 
using Mutual Importance (MI) 

98.06

univariate feature selection 
using chi-squared 

95.73

 

VI.   DATASET

We created our dataset for building a Machine learning 
model which granted malware detection in android devices. 
Our dataset consists of malware samples collected from 
AMD Dataset [3] and benign samples 
Google play store. AMD dataset contains 24,553 samples 
which belong to 71 families. Due to the lack of benign 
samples, our dataset was imbalanced and was prone to 
overfit. Therefore, we had to under
samples from the dataset to make it balanced. Thus, we 
considered 1,117 benign samples and 1,200 malicious 
samples for building Malaroid. Out of this 80% of the dataset 
was used for training and 20% was used for testing the 
model. 

VII.   EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

During our course of work, we made use many different 
tools. We have worked in both, Python 2.7 as well as Python 
3 for designing our dataset and building Malaroid. In addition 
to this, we used other open-source tools such as Androguard, 
MongoDB. MacBook Air with 8GB RAM served 
a platform in building the malware detection model.  

VIII.   MODEL BUILDING AND VA

To achieve high accuracy different classifiers were used such 
as SVM, Linear regression, K Nearest 
tree classifier. Each of these algorithms was trained using the 
training data and evaluated using the test data. According to 
our study, the Logistic regression showed promising results 
with 99.57% accuracy in test data. Table 6 shows the 
comparison of different classifier algorithms.

True Positive rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) are 
used for validating the algorithms. TPR, which is also known 
as sensitivity or recall, indicate the percentage of positive 
which were correctly classified. Therefore, high value of TPR 
shows that the effective classification rate of the algorithm 
whereas FPR of an algorithm shows the percentage of the 

 

univariate feature selection based on mutual importance, we 
racy with minimum FPR of 0.47%, 

which was by far the highest accuracy we had encountered. 
Furthermore, we observed that if the number of features 
selected was less than 400, then the accuracy of the algorithm 

CY USING DIFFERENT FEATURE 

SELECTION TECHNIQUE. 

Lowest 

Accuracy(%) 

Highest 

Accuracy(%) 

95.91 99.35 

98.06 99.57 

95.73 98.77 

ATASET 

We created our dataset for building a Machine learning 
model which granted malware detection in android devices. 
Our dataset consists of malware samples collected from 
AMD Dataset [3] and benign samples collected from the 
Google play store. AMD dataset contains 24,553 samples 
which belong to 71 families. Due to the lack of benign 
samples, our dataset was imbalanced and was prone to 
overfit. Therefore, we had to under-sample our malicious 

dataset to make it balanced. Thus, we 
considered 1,117 benign samples and 1,200 malicious 
samples for building Malaroid. Out of this 80% of the dataset 
was used for training and 20% was used for testing the 

XPERIMENTAL SETUP 

rk, we made use many different 
tools. We have worked in both, Python 2.7 as well as Python 
3 for designing our dataset and building Malaroid. In addition 

source tools such as Androguard, 
MongoDB. MacBook Air with 8GB RAM served the role of 
a platform in building the malware detection model.   

ODEL BUILDING AND VALIDATION 

To achieve high accuracy different classifiers were used such 
as SVM, Linear regression, K Nearest Neighbor and Decision 
tree classifier. Each of these algorithms was trained using the 
training data and evaluated using the test data. According to 
our study, the Logistic regression showed promising results 
with 99.57% accuracy in test data. Table 6 shows the 

parison of different classifier algorithms.  
True Positive rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) are 

used for validating the algorithms. TPR, which is also known 
as sensitivity or recall, indicate the percentage of positive 

ed. Therefore, high value of TPR 
shows that the effective classification rate of the algorithm 
whereas FPR of an algorithm shows the percentage of the 
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negative which was classified incorrectly indicating the 
model should have less FPR to be more effective.
TPR and FPR we also consider standard deviation of the 
model for validation, the algorithm with less standard 
deviation are considered to be better. Considering the above 
criteria, the Logistic Regression classifier stands above the 
other classifier with 99.57% accuracy and 0.00639 std 
deviation. 

 
TABLE 6CLASSIFIER’S OBSERVED EXPERIMENTAL

 

IX.   COMPARISON WITH THE PREVIOUS MODEL

In comparison with the previous model Malaroid showed a 
high accuracy but high FPR and low F1 score. Table 7 show
the comparison between Malaroid and previously proposed 
model [23]. This state-of-art model used deep learning to 
detect the malware where the features were extracted 
automatically, and no human intervention was required. 
Although the automatic feature extraction makes the model 
more efficient as attributes are selected automatically by the 
deep learning technique based on their contribution in 
classification, but this property of the model also makes it 
less accurate. 

TABLE 7 COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS MODEL AND THE PROPOSED MOD

 
 F1 Score FPR 

Previous Model [1] 0.999 0.014%

Malaroid 0.996 0.47%

 
In comparison with the previous model we have used less 
application samples to train and test Malaroid as it demands 
higher computation and is a time consuming process.
automatic feature selection and extraction remains 
unapproached as it has both positive and negative side 
effects. 

X.   CONCLUSION 

Over the past years, various machine learning frameworks 
using static and dynamic analysis have been proposed. 
However, each of these methods has their own positive and 
negative attributes. We have used different machine learning 
classification algorithms for the creation of a model that 

negative which was classified incorrectly indicating the 
model should have less FPR to be more effective. Apart from 
TPR and FPR we also consider standard deviation of the 
model for validation, the algorithm with less standard 
deviation are considered to be better. Considering the above 
criteria, the Logistic Regression classifier stands above the 

ifier with 99.57% accuracy and 0.00639 std 

BSERVED EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  

 

REVIOUS MODEL 

In comparison with the previous model Malaroid showed a 
h accuracy but high FPR and low F1 score. Table 7 shows 

the comparison between Malaroid and previously proposed 
art model used deep learning to 

detect the malware where the features were extracted 
and no human intervention was required. 

xtraction makes the model 
more efficient as attributes are selected automatically by the 
deep learning technique based on their contribution in 

but this property of the model also makes it 

AND THE PROPOSED MODEL 

Accuracy 

0.014% 98.8% 

0.47% 99.57% 

In comparison with the previous model we have used less 
application samples to train and test Malaroid as it demands 

and is a time consuming process. Also, 
automatic feature selection and extraction remains 
unapproached as it has both positive and negative side 

Over the past years, various machine learning frameworks 
have been proposed. 

However, each of these methods has their own positive and 
negative attributes. We have used different machine learning 
classification algorithms for the creation of a model that 

relies on static analysis of the application. As dynamic 
analysis requires the application to be installed along with 
high computation cost, this technique remains unapproached 
in Malaroid. In this model, our features can be categorized 
into seven types mainly, permissions, API calls, services
receivers, activities and providers. These features were 
selected from the malicious application and sorted on the 
basis of frequency of occurrence in different malicious 
applications.  
We incorporated different classifiers for the application to 
beclassifiedinto benign or malicious. Out of this, the least 
accuracy was observed by Decision tree classifier whereas 
the highest accuracy was observed by Logistic regression. 
However, the resulting difference between the accuracies is 
almost insignificant, and almost all the class
above 95% proving that these classifiers can be used for 
malware detection. There are new powerful Machine learning 
algorithms that are being used to develop model which gives 
higher accuracy and stable results. These algorithms are yet
to be implemented in the field of android security.
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